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Abstract--Genetic a~orithms are stoc_hz~tic search procedures based on randomized operators such 
as crossover and mutation. Many of the earlier works that have attempted to analyse the behaviour 
of genetic algorithms have marginalized the role of these operators through gr~s abstractions. In this 
paper, we place in perspective these operators within the ge~aetic search strategy. Certain important 
properties ofthese operators have beta brought out through simple formalisms. The search behaviour 
of the genetic algorithm has been modeled in a Markovian framework and strong convergence proved. 
The limiting analysis of the algorithm reveals the vital interplay of the randomized operators. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The class of NP-hard problems includes several important, practically encountered optimization 
problems, such as the problem of mapping tasks onto processors in the domain of parallel process- 
ing. The classification of such problems within the complexity hierarchy does not preclude the 
need for approximate algorithms and heuristics that can offer acceptable sub-optimal solutions. 
In the absence of good approximation algorithms and in situations wherein their existence is not 
evident, the heuristic approach is considered to be the only alternative. 
2. HEURIST IC  APPROACH 
We broadly classify and define search heuristics as under [1,2]: 
• Deterministic heuristics: This class of heuristics is characterised by their deterministic 
choice of search path. They normally adopt a fixed search strategy based on the available 
domain knowledge. Many local search heuristics are examples of this type of heuristics [3]. 
• Randomized heuristics: This category of heuristics employs choice operators in their search 
strategy that are randomized and does not depend on a priori complete knowledge on the 
features of the domain. Successive xecutions of these heuristics need not necessarily yield 
the same solution. Simulated annealing and genetic algorithms are examples of this class 
of heuristics. 
• Random start heuristics: These heuristics are characterized by a randomly chosen initial 
solution which is then iteratively improved. Most of the iterative improvement heuristics 
falls under this [4,5] category. 
In this paper, we are interested in the theoretical analysis of genetic algorithms from the random- 
ized class. Genetic algorithms are stochastic search procedures based on randomized operators. 
These operators have been conceived through abstractions of natural genetic mechanisms such 
as crossover and mutation and have been cast into algorithmic forms. They evoked considerable 
interest among researchers ever since Holland gave the schema nalysis in [6]. Genetic algorithms 
have since been successfully applied to solve a wide variety of hard combinatorial problems in 
many areas [1,2,7]. Although abundant literature is available on the application aspects of these 
algorithms, not much is found on their theoretical basis. This is in contrast with simulated 
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annealing algorithms, another member of the same class whose characteristics has been well 
analysed. 
Earlier works that have attempted to analyse the behaviour of genetic algorithms have margi- 
nalized the role of the randomized operators (crossover and mutation) through gross abstrac- 
tions. We place in perspective the characteristics and importance of these operators within the 
genetic search strategy. Certain important properties of these operators have been brought out 
through simple formalisms. The search behaviour of the genetic algorithm has been modeled in 
a Markovian framework and strong convergence proved. The limiting analysis of the algorithm 
based on its Markov model reveals the vital interplay of the randomized operators. 
3. THE GENETIC ALGORITHM 
The use of abstractions of genetic mechanisms like natural selection, crossover, and mutation 
in algorithmic forms for solving hard combinatorial optimization problems is well-known [5]. 
The search strategy adopted in genetic algorithms is simple and in the context of combinatorial 
optimization problems can be described as below. 
The algorithm begins with an initial generation of a uniformly random population of solution 
patterns. By solution pattern we mean the syntactic encoding of the solution. It could be a string 
of binary digits or integers depending on the problem context. New generations are evolved from 
the current generation by applying idealized genetic operators like the crossover operator. 
The crossover operator is effectively a syntactic pattern generator. Each application of the 
crossover operator involves a selection of pattern strings. The criterion for selection could be 
either fitness based or a random choice. In fitness based selection, the probability of a string 
being selected as a parent is proportional to its fitness. Once the parent strings are selected, two 
(uniformly) random positions (crossover points) are chosen in them. That portion of the string 
demarcated by the crossover points is swapped between the parent strings yielding two offspring 
strings. As an example, let us consider an integer encoding of the solutions. Let 12753 and 14395 
be the chosen parent strings. If the crossover is between positions 2 and 4, the resulting offsprings 
are 14393 and 12755. 
If crossover is the only operator used, then as new patterns evolve out of old ones, there is 
invariably a loss in pattern diversity. Pattern diversity in the population corresponds to the 
breadth of the searched omain. Loss of this diversity results in a premature convergence of the 
algorithm which is clearly undesirable. This is avoided by the introduction of a mutation operator 
which is applied to the offspring strings. Mutation operator introduces random variations in the 
patterns. There are a variety of mutation operators that can be defined. The simplest of all 
is the pointwise mutation in which a few positions in the string are chosen randomly and their 
values are replaced by randomly chosen ones. 
The solutions thus obtained are evaluated for their fitness. The termination of the algorithm 
is by a predefined stopping rule. The best among the population is taken as the solution at 
termination. 
8.1. The Algorithmic Description 
begin{main} 
readinputs; 
initialize; 
while termination ot true do 
create_new_generation 
end{while} 
output best among current generation; 
end{main} 
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Function create_new_generation 
begin{function} 
while new.generation size < Population_Size do 
begin{while} 
Select parent strings (random/fitness based); 
Apply crossover operator; 
Apply mutation operator; 
Evaluate offsprings for fitness; 
Add offsprings to new_generation as determined by 
the acceptance policy; 
end{while} 
end{function} 
3.2. Generalized Crossover and Mutation Operators 
Crossover is essentially a combinational operator. It generates offspring string patterns from a 
chosen parent pair of string patterns as follows. The crossover operator described in Section 1, 
is the single segment crossover in which crossing over takes place between two chosen positions 
along the string. Single segment crossover is the restricted form of a more generalized crossover 
operator in which multisegment crossing over is permitted. In the analysis to follow, we consider 
the generalized crossover operator instead of its constrained single segment form. 
Mutation operator is used to introduce random variations in the string patterns of a population. 
There are several possible mutation operator definitions. Pointwise mutation is one of them. It 
consists of replacing string alphabets at randomly chosen positions over the string length with 
alphabets chosen randomly from the complete alphabet set. 
4. SURVEY OF RELATED L ITERATURE 
Literature on the theoretical aspects of genetic algorithms is not as abundant as it is on their 
practical aspects. Holland in [6] gave the famous schema theorem and the notion of intrinsic 
parallelism which spurred of some interest in schema based analysis of the genetic algorithms. 
However Holland's analysis was not focussed on the randomized operators and his analysis views 
these operators in terms of their disruption probabilities. Subsequently, Bridges and Goldberg [8] 
gave a more detailed analysis on the reproduction and crossover operators of the genetic algorithm. 
The expected proportion of a given string in generation (t + 1) under both reproduction and 
crossover has been derived in their work. The expression is however cumbersome and does not 
bring out clearly the properties of the crossover operator. Essentially the formalism adopted there 
reflects quantitative quest and hence, does not help in making qualitative conclusions about the 
crossover operator. Moreover mutation has not been considered. 
Goldberg and Segrest in [9] have done a Markov analysis of the genetic algorithm. In this 
analysis, the state space consists of states defined by the number of ones in a population of N 
ones and zeros. The convergence and divergence characteristics of the algorithm in terms of the 
proportion of ones and zeros in a population have been obtained. Though this study throws some 
light on certain aspects of the genetic algorithm, the exact roles of the randomized operators of 
crossover and mutation have not been made clear. 
5. PRELIMINARIES 
We consider the domain of binary strings. In order to simplify the analysis, we partition 
the binary string space under consideration i to non-overlapping subsets by adopting the schema 
abstraction given by Holland [6] as the basis. Crossover and mutation are in fact string operators. 
However, in our analysis we consider the effect of these operators on schema bstractions instead 
of at the atomic level of strings. This does not affect the generality of the results as the schema 
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abstractions have a nice hiearchical structure that can be made use of. The following definitions 
are necessary for the analysis. 
Let E = {*, 0, 1} and E ~ = {0, 1} be some string alphabets. Let Ez and Ez' be the set of all 
possible strings of length I over E and Ea, respectively. Let X C_ E~ and SE Ea. For any string 
m, m i corresponds to the ith position from the right, with 0 as the least significant position. 
DEFINITION 1. 
S = {= I x E r . t ,v i ,  S ~ # • =~ z ~ = S ~} 
is a schema. Thus schema S is an element of El which represents a membership condition over E~. 
EXAMPLE 1. For example the schema 000"* represents a set of all strings of length 5 whose first 
three positions are O's, i.e., {00000,00001,00010, 0 011}. 
DEFINITION 2. Two schemas Sa and S~ are non-overlapping if and only if the string subsets 
defined by them are disjoint, i.e., S,  N S~ = ¢. They are overlapping otherwise. 
EXAMPLE 2. Schemas 00"* and 01"" are non-overlapping. 
DEFINITION 3. Two schemas S,  and Sb are positionally equivalent if  and only if 
Sa i = * ¢==~ S~ i = *, 0 < i < I. 
EXAMPLE 3. Schemas 0"1" and 1"0" are positionally equivalent. Schemas 00"* and 1"0" are not 
positionally equivalent. 
DEFINITION 4. Let • be a set of non-overlapping and positionally equivalent schemas. Let the 
alphabet set {0,* } be mapped to integer 0, and alphabet 1 be mapped to integer 1. The schema 
family function f : • -* I is defined as 
I 
S(s) = ~ s' 2'. 
i=O 
EXAMPLE 4. f(011**) = 3. We identify a schema belonging to a set of positionally equivalent 
and non-overlapping schemas by its family identity. Thus 011"* corresponds to the schema Ss. 
DEFINITION 5. Let • be a set of non-overlapping and positionally equivalent schemas. Let the 
alphabet set {0,* } be mapped to integer O, and alphabet I be mapped to integer 1. The schema 
constituent function g : • -+ I is defined as 
I 
g( s) = ~ s'. 
i=0  
EXAMPLE 5. g(011**)'= 2. 
DEFINITION 6. Let Sa, Sb E ~ Let the alphabet set{0,* } be mapped to integer O, and alphabet 1 
be mapped to integer 1. Let • ~) • = • where ~ is the usual XOR operator, d : 9 x ~2 --* I, is a 
schema distance function and is defined as 
I 
d(S,,S~) = ~,(S' ,  ~ S~).2' 
i=0  
EXAMPLE 6. d(001**, II0"*) = 28. 
DEFINITION 7. For any S E Et, let II = {0, 1,2 , . . . ,  ! - 1} be the set of position indices over S. 
A = {(i, j) I ( i , j )  6 II x II, i  <_ j}  is the set of all possible crossover segments. 
DEFINITION 8. Let Z C A i  and S . ,Sb ,Sa , ,Sv  6 o2. The generalized crossover operator, 
C : • x ~ x Z --* • x ¢1, over 9, is defined as 
c(s,, sb, z) = {so,, sb,}, 
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where V i, 
Sia' = S! / f f /< i<m,  ( t, m ) E Z 
s~, = s" j 
s!, = s! ~ otherwise 
s~,=~j  
EXAMPLE 7. Let S, "- 0010011**** and Sb = 1000110"***. Let Z = {(4,5),(7,9)}. C(S,,Sb, Z) 
--  {0000010"***, 1010111"***}. 
DEFINITION 0. For any S,,S~ E ~, Oab is the set o£ all possible schemas through all possible 
generalized crossover of schemas Sa and Sb. 
EXAMPLE 8.  
S,, = 00 .*  
Sb= 11 .*  
II = {0, 1,2,3} 
A = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), 0, 3), (1, 1), (1,2), (1, 3), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 3)} 
C)°b = {00 * *, 01 * *, 10 • *, 11 * .}. 
DEFINITION 10. Let T = ~>(II), the power set of II. The mutation operator M : • x T ---* 
over ~1 is defined as 
M(Sa, X)  = S.,, 
where  
EXAMPLE 0.  
5~, = S~, otherwi~. 
S. = 0010011 * * * * 
X -- {5 ,7 ,9}  
M(S. ,  X) -- {0111001 • • • .}. 
6. THE CONSERVATIVE  CROSSOVER 
LEMMA 1. I?O(Sa,Sb, Z) = {S~,,Sb,} for some Z C A, then 
(0 f(Sa) + f(Sb) = f(,-,qa,) + f (Sb , ) ,  
(ii) g(Sa) + g(Sb) = g(S,,,) + g(Sb,),  
OiO h(S.,Sb) = h(S.,,Sb,), 
PROOF. 
(i) From the definition of the mapping function f,  the equation in (i) above becomes 
I i i i 
s',2' + s 2'= s',2' + 
i=0 i----0 i=0 i=0 
which is same as 
I 1 
~.(s'. + s~)2' = ~,(s'., + s~,)2'. 
i----0 i----0 
From the definition of the crossover operator, which involves only an exchange of substring, 
it is clear that for any position i, S~ + SI = S~, + S~,. 
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(ii) The second statement is an invariance property which says that the total number of ones 
(zeros) in the parent and offspring strings remains unchanged by crossover. From the 
definition of g, the second statement of the lemma becomes, 
1 I I I I i 
~C s~, + ~ s~ = ~ s':, + 5-: s~,, Z;(s~ + s~) = y:(s ' ,  + s~,). 
i=0  i=0 i=0 i=0 i=0 i----0 
Following the same argument as in (i), S~ + S~ = S~, + SI,. 
(iii) The third statement of the lemma says that the hamming distance (the number of differing 
bit positions) between the parent schema pair and the offspring schema pair should be the 
same. From the definition of crossover operator, S~ (~ S~ = S~, ~ SI, for all the positions 
and hence 
! l 
~(s~ + s~).l = ~(s' : ,  ¢ s~,).l, 
i=0  i=0 
where ~ is the XOR operator. | 
LEMMA 2.  
so • O(So, sd ~ '. d(S., Sb) = d(So, So+b-0). 
PROOF. Lemma 2 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for any schema to be a possible 
offspring of a crossover of given pair of schemes. 
(i) To prove that Sc • O(Sa, Sb) ~ d(Sa, S~) = d(Sc, Sa+b-c) is straight forward from 
Lemma 1. If S~ is an offspring of the crossover between So and Sb, then by the first state- 
ment of Lemma 1, the other partner of Sc is S,~+b-c. By the definition of the function d, 
I I 
c~ ~ 2 i d(S.,S,) = ~](S~ ¢ S~).2', d( So, S.+,_4 = ~.(S~.  o.+,_0,.. 
i=0  i=0 
(ii) 
For any i, S~ (9 S i = S~ ~ Sa+b-~, since crossover at any bit position involves only an 
exchange of the bits in that position. 
To prove that for any Sa,Sb and So, d(Sa,Sb) = d(Sc, Sa+b-¢) ~ S¢ • O(Sa, S~) we 
proceed as follows. Assuming the above statement, Sc and Sa+b-c are posssible offsprings 
of Sa and Sb only if there exists possible crossover points along the length of the parent 
schemas uch that Sa and Sb are transformable through the exchange of bit positions at 
those points to Sc and Sa+b-c. With the generalized crossover operator, it is possible to 
have arbitrary number of crossover segments and hence, the possibility of the crossover 
points for the required transformation occuring exists. | 
7. THE EXPLORATIVE MUTATION 
LEMMA 3. 
p,~ = p[(g I M(S,, K) = Sj)] > 0, 
where Si, Sj E @, K E T. 
PROOF. The pointwise mutation operator is realized in two steps. In the first step a random 
choice of the total number of positions to be mutated is made. In the second step, the actual 
positions to be mutated are chosen. Let h(Si,Sj) = x and x > 0 indicating that S~ ~ Sj. Let 
the positions in which Si and Sj differ be indexed 1 through z from right to left. 
The probability, PO of Si transforming to S i can be expressed as the probability of the pointwise 
mutation operator choosing K e T such that M(S~,K) = Sj. It is clear that [K[ > z. From the 
two step realization of the mutation operator, 
p[(K [ M(S i ,K  = Sj)] = p[(K [ M(Si ,K)  = Sj) [(X = m [ m _> z)] x p[(X = m [ m >_ z)], 
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where p[(K I M(S i ,K )  = Sj) [ (X  = m [ m >_ z)] is the conditional probability of choosing a 
subset K as the set of mutation positions given that, by the first step of mutation operation, the 
random variable X which denotes the number of positions to be mutated takes a value m which 
is greater than e, the hamming distance between the source schema St and the target schema Sj. 
p[(X = m I m > z)] is the probability of choosing m positions for mutation such that m _> z. 
With the values of X being drawn from an uniform distribution in the range 0 to l (! is the length 
of the schemas), 
x 
p[(X = m I m > z)] = 1 - 1 +""~" 
The value m of the random variable X can now be treated as the number of mutation trials. 
The probability of the events of positions 1 through z of Si differing from Sj being selected for 
mutation exactly once and other positions being selected for the remaining m - z mutation trials 
can be given by the multinomial distribution, 
p[(K I M(S i ,K )  = Si) I (X = m I m > z)] = 
m! (~_=) 
E (m_z)!PlP2""P~P(m-z) ' 
Vm,z<m<l 
where pl to pz denotes the probability of selection of the differing positions, and P,,~-z is the 
probability of selection of positions other than the z positions of interest. 
The selection of events axe mutually independent and are equally likely. Thus, 
1 x 
pi = 7 and pra_x = l -  --[, Vi, l< i<z .  
From the above expressions, 
Vm,~_ra~l 
and Pij > 0. | 
8. MARKOV CHAIN ANALYS IS  OF  GENET IC  ALGORITHM 
In this section, we provide a Markov analysis of the genetic algorithm. The main aim of this 
analysis is to elucidate the roles of crossover and mutation operators in the genetic based search 
process. Particularly, the important role played by the mutation operatorin bringing out the 
algorithm from what could have been absorbing states without this operator. 
The genetic algorithm's behaviour can be modeled as a Maxkov process. The creation of a 
new population of solutions depends solely on the current population. Thus, the conditional 
probability of the search process to reach a particular population state from a given population 
state at any particular instant is unaffected by knowledge about previous transitions. The process 
is history insensitive and hence satisfies the Markovian criterion. 
8.1. The State Space 
The algorithmic states considered for the Maxkov analysis axe predicates over schema repre- 
sentation of a population. Let the entire domain of binary strings of length m be grouped under 
non-overlapping schemas of length l. Thus each schema represents a subset containing 2'~-t 
strings. Each schema type is uniquely identified by its decimal value. Let ~" = {0, 1 , . . . ,  2 t - 1} 
be the entire set of schema types. Let ~p~ C_ Y be the schema type chaxacterisation f popu- 
lation P~. The membership of a schema type k in ~'p~ represents the presence of one or more 
strings from schema k in population Pi. 
EXAMPLE 10. Let 3 z = {0, 1, 2, 3} be the complete set of schemas of length 2. I f /~ = {0010, 0101, 
1000, 0011}, then ~p~ = {0, 1, 2} indicating the presence of one or more strings from the schema 
types 0, 1 and 2 in the population. 
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DEFINITION 11. S is the Markovian state space, defined as the power set of~ r excluding the nu// 
set. 
s = - ¢. 
The set S represents all possible population types which are characterised by the different schema 
types. 
EXAMPLE 11. Let 
~r - {0, 1,2,3}, 
8 - {{0}, {I}, {2}, {3}, {0, I}, {0, 2}, {0, 3}, {I, 2}, {I, 3}, {2, 3}, 
{0, I, 2}, {0, I, 3}, {0, 2, 3}, {1,2, 3}, {0, 1,2,3}}. 
There are 4C1 single schema states, 4C2 two schema states, 4C3 three schema states and 4C4 
four schema states. It is to be noted here that although {0, 1} C {0, 1, 2} the states represented 
by these sets are considered to be distinct. 
Semantics of the States 
DEFINITION 12. Oi /S an aggregate state indicating the representativeness of the poopulation in 
terms of the schema types and consists of the set of at/Markov states with i number of schemas. 
EXAMPLE 12. From the previous example, 
O1 = {{0}, {i}, {3}}; 
02 - {{0, I}, {0, 2}, {0, 3}, {1, 2}, {I, 3}, {2, 3}}; 
e3 = {{0, I, 2}, {0, I, 3}, {0, 2, 3}, {I, 2, 3}}; 
O4 = {{0, 1,2,3}}. 
The aggregate state Oi indicates the representativeness of the population i  terms of the schema 
types. Now O = {O1, O2,. . . ,  Oi, On } be the set of all such aggregate states. 
DEFINITION 1 3. ~ : O "+ I is a function which expresses the representativeness of the aggregate 
states contained in O, and/s defined as 
= i .  
The aggregate states of O can be ordered on the basis of their degree of representativeness. Thus, 
g(O~) < g(Oj)  if i < j. If there are n such aggregate states, then in general 
< <. . .  < < 
Transitions 
Transition from state si to state sj in one step is possible if the probability p(s~ -+ sj) > 0. 
A step here connotes the generation of a new population from the current population by finite 
number of applications of randomized operators. 
8.2 Crossover and Absorption 
THEOREM 1. Let X be the initial state of the population. Let crossover be the only randomised 
operator. 
(1) If X ~ O1, then .A is the set of absorbing states, where 
,4 = {s Is C 02,d(s) = k,k = 2m}. 
(2) If X E O1, then ,4 = O1 is the set of ahsorbing states. 
PROOF. If d(Sa, Sb) is some power of 2, then Sa and Sb differ in one bit position. When parent 
schemas differ in just one bit, crossover yields the same pair as the offsprings. This is quite 
obvious from the definition of the crossover operator. If the initial population state is of single 
schema type, then the algorithm does not exit from state O1, for in such a case crossover yields 
the same schema type. I 
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8.3. Mutation and Communication 
THEOREM 2. With the application of mutation, all the states communicate. 
PROOF. Crossover generates a new population from the current one. Mutation operator is ap- 
plied independently over all the elements of the population generated by crossing over. Let the 
probability of transition from state so to Sb be given by p(s, - ,  sb). The statement ofthe theorem 
asserts that p(sa ---, sb) > 0. Let so 6 O,, and sb E O,. Since R(O,,) = m and R(e , )  = n, the 
number of distinct schema types in so and sb would be m and n, respectively. Let the population 
be of a finite size say 2N. This means that there are 2N mutation trials in a population gen- 
eration. Let s~ = {al,a2,... ,a,,,} and Sb = {bl,b2,... ,b,}. Let Pa, t¢ represent the probability 
of transition from schema ~ to schema bj in a single mutation step. Let n~, tj be the number 
of mutation trials in which there is a transition from schema i to bj. From the multinomial 
distribution, 
(2N, 
I-In.,bj!) 11P"'~ " p(sa "* Sb)= E 
l<i~rn 
l<_j<_. 
Clearly p(Sa "+ Sb) > O. II 
EXAMPLE 13. Let sa be represented by an instance {a} where {a} 6 Ox and Sb as {b, c} where 
{b, c} 6 O2. Let the population be of a finite size 2N. 
2N! n, -2 
p({a} --* {b,c}) = E nx!n2! P,,bPac 
{Vnx,n2In,+n2=2N} 
8.4. Limiting Behaviour 
THEOREM 6. If a genetic algorithm with crossover and mutation as randomized operators, saves 
the best solution across generations, then for a global optimization problem, as the number 
of generations tends to int~nity, the algorithm would hold the globally optimal solution with 
probability one. 
PROOF. If we consider a schema to constitute a set of subschemas ( chema within a schema) 
the Markov model and the properties of crossover and mutation operators are preserved at the 
subschema level. This allows us to view a binary solution string within a hierarchy of schemas. 
From Lemma 3, it is clear that all the algorithmic states are communicating and hence, are 
persistent. The same argument can be extended to the subschema levels. The domain of binary 
strings of a fixed length is a finite set. From the above arguments, it is clear that the algorithm 
is inherently capable of generating all possible solution strings and hence, the theorem. | 
8.5. Scope of the Analysis 
In this analysis, it is assumed that for crossover a uniformly random selection of parent strings 
are made from the current population. In practical genetic algorithms, parent strings are selected 
on the basis of some fitness criterion. Fitness based parent selection does not change the limit- 
ing behaviour. However, finite time behaviour is bound to be influenced considerably by such a 
selection criterion. The main emphasis of the analysis has been to demonstrate he roles played 
by crossover and mutation as randomized operators influencing the strongly convergent limiting 
behaviour of the algorithm. The analysis of limiting behaviour shows the capability of the algo- 
rithm towards ustained search of the domain and hence, its suitability in a global optimization 
context. In this sense, genetic algorithms are highly suited for application in global optimization 
problems. Issues regarding the optimal choice of the number of generations to be evolved and 
the size of the population, requires an analysis of finite time behaviour. 
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9. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have identified certain properties of the randomized operators in genetic 
algorithms. The algorithm's behaviour has been modeled in a Markovian framework. A limiting 
behaviour analysis of genetic algorithms with crossover and mutation as randomized operators 
based on their properties reveals the interplay of these operators in establishing a strong conver- 
gence property of the algorithm. Further work is necessary on the finite time behaviour analysis 
of the genetic algorithm. 
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